
 ET VOILA ! Personal Style Journey

 la vie en rose

champs-elysees

MISSY MISSY!

BEAUTE DIVINE
WELCOMES YOU TO HONG KONG !

At Beaute Divine we believe in the positive power
of Personal Style.  Having Personal Style is
knowing how to use your visual image, which
speaks volumes before you even speak, to express
your beliefs, values, your "Inner Truth"...
It is knowing what clothes compliment your body,
the right colours for your skin/hair combination;
it is knowing your assetts and your flaws,
accepting and loving it all !
Daring to express your Personal Style is a sign
of maturity & wisdom, it conveys very positive
energies and brings along great relationships
and success !

In our lives most of us have had a " favorite
teacher", someone who knew how to make us
achieve more than we thought possible, better
than we ever thought we could do.

Our Personal Style Coach can be for you that very
special "teacher",  to push you just that little more
to dare express your unique qualities, always
with respect for your person and values.

Our Personal Style Coach will have only YOUR
BEST INTEREST at heart !

BEAUTE DIVINE
ONE FULL DAY PROGRAMME

In the comfort of your hotel, the morning will be
dedicated to your colour & body-type analysis.

Our Personal Style Coach will teach you which
colours work best for your hair/skin combination
and how to use them in different situations.
You will learn how to emphasize your assets with
the right cut, fabrics, patterns and designs.

Our Personal Style Coach will  then, take you out
for lunch in an exclusive restaurant, chosen from
several when booking for your Personal Style
Journey.

The afternoon will be dedicated to shopping  to
complement and enhance your existing wardrobe
with key pieces for your newly found Personal
Style (we will choose together the most
convenient Stores according to the location of
your hotel or to your needs).

* PRICE HK$ 5500

* INCLUSIVE OF RESTAURANT (EXCLUSIVE OF DRINKS), TAXIS

AND YOUR PRECIOUS PERSONAL COLOUR FAN

BEAUTE DIVINE
a la carte ...

FORMULA

GIFTS / SHOPPING
You are on a business trip, don't have much time to go around the city , but wish  to bring a SPECIAL GIFT
back to your loved ones? No Worries, No hassle, Beaute Divine will do it for you!
Our Personal Shopper has great taste, an eye for standout pieces that are sure to please and suit the
personality of your dear ones. We, firstly, arrange a little briefing to discuss your needs & the person's profile,
then take care of the "hunt " !
PRICE PER HOUR : 750 HK$

FORMULA

COLOUR & STYLE  ANALYSIS (BY THE HOUR)
You would love to indulge in a Personal Style Journey, but do not have a full day to spare ?
Beaute Divine will adapt to your schedule .
PRICE PER HOUR : 1000 HK$

FORMULA

COLOUR & STYLE PARTY
You are a bunch of girl friends and would love to share a Personal Style Journey ?
Beaute Divine can organize a COLOUR & STYLE PARTY for up to 4 persons, revealing each of your personal
styles, while having a lot of fun !
PRICE FOR 3 HOURS / 4 PERSONS : 6000 HK$

FORMULA

A day at the shopping center of Luohu in Shenzhen, China...
You have heard about Shenzhen, how people rave about it ,and want to find out for yourself  - but you are
a bit apprehensive going on your own?
Don't miss this opportunity to explore the labyrinth, Beaute Divine will guide you through;
Just get your Chinese Visa and let's go !
PRICE PER DAY : 3000 HK$

WE WISH TO CONTRIBUTE IN MAKING YOUR VISIT TO HONG KONG A MEMORABLE JOURNEY


